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ABSTRACT
Many strategies have been developed to overcome the stratum corneum (SC) barrier, including func-
tionalized nanostructures. Chemical penetration enhancers (CPEs) and cell-penetrating peptides (CPP)
were applied to decorate nanostructured lipid carriers (NLC) for topical anesthetic and pain relief. A
novel pyrenebutyrate (PB-PEG-DSPE) compound was synthesized by the amide action of the carboxylic
acid group of PB with the amido groups of DSPE-PEG. PB-PEG-DSPE has a hydrophobic group, hydro-
philic group, and lipid group. The lipid group can be inserted into NLC to form PB functional NLC. In
order to improve the penetrability, TAT and PB multi-decorated NLC were designed for the delivery of
lidocaine hydrochloride (LID) (TAT/PB LID NLC). The therapeutic effects of NLC in terms of in vitro skin
penetration and in vivo in animal models were further studied. The size of TAT/PB LID NLC tested by
DLS was 153.6 ±4.3 nm. However, the size of undecorated LID NLC was 115.3 ±3.6 nm. The PDI values
of NLC vary from 0.13±0.01 to 0.16±0.03. Zeta potentials of NLC were negative, between �20.7 and
�29.3mV. TAT/PB LID NLC (851.2 ± 25.3mg/cm2) showed remarkably better percutaneous penetration
ability than PB LID NLC (610.7±22.1mg/cm2), TAT LID NLC (551.9 ± 21.8mg/cm2) (p< .05) and non-
modified LID NLC (428.2±21.4mg/cm2). TAT/PB LID NLC exhibited the most prominent anesthetic
effect than single ligand decorated or undecorated LID NLC in vivo. The resulting TAT/PB LID NLC
exhibited good skin penetration and anesthetic efficiency, which could be applied as a promising
anesthesia system.
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1. Introduction

Transdermal drug delivery systems (TDDS) have been inter-
esting research topics in the field of local anesthetics, namely
topical anesthetics, because of their advantages including
their painless properties, improved patient compliance, with-
out hepatic first-pass effect, etc (de Ara�ujo et al., 2013; Wang
et al., 2013, 2016). However, there still exist obstacles to the
clinical application of topical anesthetics. The stratum cor-
neum (SC), the most out-layer of the skin epidermis, is the
main permeability barrier to the transport of drugs through
the skin (Mueller et al., 2016; M€unch et al., 2017). Many strat-
egies have been developed to overcome the stratum cor-
neum (SC) barrier, including chemosmosis enhancers,
nanostructures, and functionalized nanostructures (Pham
et al., 2016; Gul et al., 2018).

Chemical penetration enhancers (CPEs) have widely used
in transdermal drug delivery systems to aid dermal absorp-
tion of curatives and esthetics (Williams & Barry, 2004;
Karande et al., 2005). CPEs can be classified into several
classes: surfactants, fatty acids, fatty esters, azones, and pyre-
nebutyrate (PB) (Karande et al., 2004; Ookubo et al., 2014).

These compounds are very different in regard to their chem-
ical and physical properties and act in different ways to influ-
ence the SC for promoting absorption (Pino et al., 2014).
Researchers have reported that triterpene saponin glycosides
as CPEs enhanced the transdermal transport of water-soluble
anesthetics at low concentrations (Mathew & Kuriakose,
2013). Ookubo et al have combined pyrebutyrate with a cell-
membrane-permeable peptide as a transdermal delivery sys-
tem (Candan et al., 2012). (1-pyrenyl)butyric acid (pyrenebu-
tyrate, PB) was attracting interest because of its
functionalized property or improving permeation, such as PB
functionalized chitosan matrix, PB and cell-penetrating pepti-
des combined application (Candan et al., 2012; Mathew &
Kuriakose, 2013). The negative charge and hydrophobicity of
PB could affect the migration translocation action of cell-
penetrating peptides in the skin (Takeuchi et al., 2006). It is
thought that their combination is beneficial to the transder-
mal transport of hydrophilic chemicals (Ookubo et al., 2014).

Cell-penetrating peptides (CPP) consist of a great amount
of basic arginine (poly-arginine) or amino acids lysine. There
are many advantages in the application of CPP: enhanced
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skin permeability, bioadhesion, biocompatibility, biodegrad-
able, safe passage, and transdermal delivery of drugs
(Patlolla et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2015). Recently, more and
more interest has been focused on the utilization of tran-
scriptional transactivator peptide (TAT, one of CPPs), in top-
ical or transdermal drug delivery (Nasrollahi et al., 2012).
Researchers have designed TAT decorated nanoparticles for
the topical delivery of local anesthetics (Wang et al., 2013,
2016; Chen & You, 2017). Functionalization of nanoparticles
with TAT further enhances their potential for achieving
unattainable local anesthesia effects.

Nanoparticles (NPs) utilized for TDDS include polymeric
NPs, liposomes, solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN), and nano-
structured lipid carriers (NLC) (Franz-Montan et al., 2017).
NLC, as the second generation of SLN, consist of a mixture
of solid and liquid lipids (M€uller et al., 2011). The inner
matrix of NLC decides its advantages over SLN such as more
drug loading and physicochemical stability. NLC has been
successfully used for targeting drugs by TDDS. In the field of
topical anesthesia, the most desirable marketed formulation
is the eutectic mixture of lidocaine and prilocaine (EMLAVR

Cream, AstraZeneca). However, its clinical application is lim-
ited because of the low anesthesia pain effect (Franz-Montan
et al., 2008). Therefore, we designed multi-functionalized NLC
to expect to achieve some breakthrough progress.

In this paper, we synthesized a novel PB (PB-PEG-DSPE)
compound by the amide action of the carboxylic acid group
of PB with the amido groups of DSPE-PEG. PB-PEG-DSPE has
a hydrophobic group, hydrophilic group, and lipid group.
The lipid group can be inserted into NLC to form PB func-
tional NLC. In order to improve the penetrability, TAT and PB
multi-decorated NLC were designed for lidocaine hydrochlor-
ide (LID) delivery.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

1-Ethyl-3(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC),
Nhydroxysuccinimide (NHS), dimethylformamide (DMF) were
provided by Aladdin Reagent Database Inc (Shanghai, China).
MiglyolVR 812 was purchased from Caelo (Hilden, Germany).
CompritolVR 888 ATO (ATO) and glycerol monostearate (GMS)
were obtained from Gattefoss�e (Saint-Priest, Lyon, France).
Injectable soya lecithin (ISL) was purchased from Lipoid
GmbH (Ludwigshafen, Germany). lidocaine (LID), and Pluronic
68 (P68) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO).
TAT-PEG-DSPE was obtained from Xi’an Ruixi Biological Co.,
Ltd (Xi’an, China) Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thia-
zolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2-H-tetrazolium bromide (MTT) were pur-
chased from Invitrogen Corporation (Carlsbad, CA). L929 cell
line from mouse (L929 cells) was procured from the
American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) and cul-
tured in DMEM þ 2mM Glutamine þ 10% Fetal Bovine
Serum (FBS) medium. Kunming mice (6 to 8-weeks-old) and
Wistar rats (9 to 11-weeks-old) were procured from Beijing
Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology Co., Ltd. (Beijing,
China), and animal handling methods got permission from

the Medical Ethics Committee of Shandong Cancer Hospital
and Institute.

2.2. Synthesis of PB-PEG-DSPE

PB-PEG-DSPE was synthesized by forming a conjugating
amide linkage between PB and DSPE-PEG (Figure 1) (Song
et al., 2018). Briefly, EDC (1.5mmol) and NHS (1.5mmol) were
added at 0 �C to activate the carboxylic acid groups of PB
(1mmol) in DMF (10mL, 1 h). Then PEG-DSPE (1mmol) was
dissolved in DMF (10mL) and added dropwise to PB solution.
The reaction was preceded by stirring (room temperature,
24 h), then and dialyzed (MWCO 3.5 kDa) against the deion-
ized water for 48 h. PB-PEG-DSPE was freeze-dried and
placed at 4 �C until use. PB-PEG-DSPE was analyzed by 1H-
NMR spectroscopy.

2.3. Preparation of NLC

Solvent diffusion technology was used to prepare LID
loaded NLC (LID NLC) (You et al., 2017). Oil phase: After
mixing GMS (100mg), ATO (100mg), and MiglyolVR 812
(100mg) and heating to 80 ± 2 �C, the oil phase was
obtained; DMF (3mL) was used to dissolve LID (50mg),
PEG-DSPE (200mg), and ISL (50mg) and mixed with the oil
phase. Simultaneously, Pluronic 68 (P68) was dispersed in
Milli-Q water (50mL) to form an aqueous solution. The
aqueous phase was stirred at the speed of 600 rpm and
then we injected the oil phase rapidly into it. LID NLC was
obtained through dialysis the mixture with PBS (pH 7.4) for
6 h. Single TAT or PB decorated, LID loaded NLC (TAT LID
NLC or PB LID NLC) were produced by the same method
using PB-PEG-DSPE (200mg) or TAT-PEG-DSPE (200mg)
instead of PEG-DSPE (200mg). TAT and PB multi-decorated,
LID loaded NLC (TAT/PB LID NLC, Figure 2) was produced
by a similar procedure using PB-PEG-DSPE (100mg) plus
TAT-PEG-DSPE (100mg) instead of PEG-DSPE (200mg).
Blank TAT and PB multi-decorated NLC (TAT/PB NLC) were
produced by the same method without adding LID.

2.4. Morphology, size, and zeta potential of NLC

Morphology and size of TAT/PB LID NLC were visualized by a
Transmission Electron Microscope (JEOL 1400, Tokyo, Japan)
(Mandal et al., 2016). The diluted samples were dropped into
the copper mesh, and the sodium silicotungstate (1%, w/v)
was negatively stained. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) tech-
nique was used to measure the average particle size, polydis-
persity index (PDI), and zeta potential of NLC at room
temperature on Malvern ZetaSizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern
Instruments Ltd, Malvern, UK).

2.5. Drug encapsulation efficiency and loading content

A gel filtration method was applied to evaluate drug encap-
sulation efficiency (EE) and loading content (DL) of LID-
loaded NLC (Wang et al., 2016). LID was separated from the
NLCs Sephadex G50 column (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences,
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Pittsburgh, PA) and HPLC was utilized to determine the con-
tent of LID. A zorbax RP-select B column (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) was used and 0.01M sodium
dihydrogen phosphate–methanol (25:75, v/v) was prepared
as the mobile phase with a determined flow rate (1mL/min).
A wavelength of 260 nm was performed to calculate the EE
and DL by formulations (1) and (2):

EE ð%Þ ¼ The amount of total drug – The amount of free drugð Þ
The amount of total drugð Þ � 100:

(1)

DL ð%Þ ¼ The amount of total drug – The amount of free drugð Þ
The amount of total lipidð Þ � 100:

(2)

Figure 1. Synthesis of PB-PEG-DSPE. PB-PEG-DSPE was synthesized by conjugating PB with the amido groups of DSPE-PEG through amide formation.

Figure 2. Scheme graph and transmission electron microscope image of TAT/PB LID NLC. TAT/PB LID NLC was prepared by solvent diffusion method. The morph-
ology and size of TAT/PB LID NLC was visualized by a transmission electron microscope.
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2.6. Storage stability of NLC

To evaluate the storage stability of NLC at 2–8 �C, the mean
particle size, PDI, EE and DL were tested at 0, 10, 20, 30, 60,
90 days during 3months (Yue et al., 2018).

2.7. In vitro drug release of NLC

The dialysis method was applied to evaluate the in vitro drug
release of LID from the NLC (Zhao et al., 2018). Briefly, NLC
formulations (1mL each) were sealed into a semi-permeable
dialysis membrane (molecular weight cut off of 50KDa),
respectively. Semi-permeable dialysis bags (molecular weight
cut off of 50KDa) were used to fill with NLC formulations
(1mL each) and immersed in the phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS, pH 7.4). After shacking at 100 rpm (37 �C), samples
(0.5mL) were collected from the release media at determined
time points (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 36, 48, and 72h) and replaced
with fresh PBS (0.5mL) to keep the sink condition. The
released LID was analyzed using the method presented in
Section 2.5.

2.8. In vitro percutaneous penetration effect of NLC

The mice were dislocated and killed. The rat’s abdomen was
carefully shaved with an electric razor to avoid damaging the
cuticle. Remove the skin from the abdominal surface and
remove the attached fat and subcutaneous tissue (Wang
et al., 2013). Vertical Franz-type diffusion cells (volume
7.0mL, ross-sectional area 5.93 cm2) were used (Yue et al.,
2018). The skin was strapped to the donor chamber with the
dorsal side facing upwards. The receptor compartment was
filled with 0.9% saline (7.0mL) containing anhydrous ethanol
(2%, w/w) at 37 �C, and the solution was continuously stirred
at a speed of 300 rpm. LID loaded NLC and free LID (0.5mL,
concentration of LID was 2mg/mL) were placed on the skin.
Samples (0.3mL) were collected in the receptor phase at
determined time points (1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 24, 36, 48, and
72 h) and the same volume of PBS was added. The perme-
ated LID was extracted with methanol and analyzed using
the method presented in Section 2.5.

2.9. In vivo anesthetic pain relief evaluation

2.9.1. In vivo tail-flick test in rats
A tail-flick test was utilized to assess the in vivo analgesic
effect (Zhang et al., 2017). A focused radiant heat source was
applied as a harmful heat stimulus to the back surface of the

tail. LID loaded NLC, free LID (concentration of LID was 2%),
TAT/PB NLC, and 0.9% saline were smeared onto the tail sur-
face for 5min, separately. Then the tail-flick test started and
lasted for a total of 75min, with every 5min for the first
30min and every 15min for the last 45min. The maximum
possible effect (MPE) was calculated to represent the anal-
gesic effect e using formulation (3):

MPE ð%Þ ¼ Latency after drug apply � Latency before drug applyð Þ
Latency of 10 s � Latency before drug applyð Þ � 100:

Latency before and after the drug applies was determined
by the average of the measurements post or before the drug
administration. Ten seconds of cutoff latency was set to
avoid tissue damage of rats.

2.9.2. In vivo analgesia duration test in mice
An electrical stimulation test was used to determine the
analgesia duration of mice after sample application (Grant
et al., 2000; Li et al., 2019). LID loaded NLC, free LID (concen-
tration of LID was 2%), TAT/PB NLC, and 0.9% saline were
injected subcutaneously into the abdomen of the mice. A
current generator was used to measure the analgesic effect
by the response of sound to electrical stimulation (increasing
slowly from 1 to 8mA) directly over the skin of the abdomen
at the injection site and the analgesic effect was determined
by the percentage of mice that generated vocal responses.
100% analgesia was confirmed by that one group of mice
did not vocalize under the electric stimulation; 50% analgesia
was achieved by half of the mice in the same group showed
vocal responses; no analgesia was indicated by the whole
group of mice made sounds when received electrical
stimulation.

2.10. Statistical analysis

All the results were expressed as mean± standard derivation.
Comparisons were made using Student’s t-tests or ANOVA.
Statistical significance was set at �p< .05.

3. Results

3.1. Characterization of PB-PEG-DSPE

PB-PEG-DSPE was characterized by 1H NMR. 1H NMR
(300MHz, CDCl3) spectrum (Figure 1): d 0.95 (–CH3 of DSPE),
1.29 (–CH2– of DSPE), 2.18 (–CH2– of –NHCOCH2–), 3.21
(–CH2– of –NHCH2–), 3.66 (–CH2–C–O– of PEG), 4.02 (–CH2–
of –CH2CONH–), 4.33 (–CH2– of –O–CH2–CONH–), 7.68–8.12

Table 1. Characterization of NLC.

Formulation Particle size (nm) PDI Zeta potential (mV) EE (%) DL (%)

LID NLC 115.3 ± 3.6 0.13 ± 0.01 �29.3 ± 2.6 91.6 ± 2.8 12.3 ± 1.5
TAT LID NLC 152.7 ± 4.8 0.16 ± 0.02 �21.2 ± 1.9 90.1 ± 3.1 9.4 ± 0.9
PB LID NLC 141.1 ± 3.9 0.14 ± 0.02 �27.6 ± 2.9 89.5 ± 2.9 8.9 ± 0.7
TAT/PB LID NLC 153.6 ± 4.3 0.15 ± 0.03 �20.7 ± 2.3 88.7 ± 3.3 8.1 ± 0.8
TAT/PB NLC 154.1 ± 4.7 0.16 ± 0.03 �22.4 ± 2.5

Data represents the mean ± SD, n¼ 3.
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(–CH– of PB). These peaks demonstrated the formation of
PB-PEG-DSPE.

3.2. Characterization of NLC

The transmission electron microscope image revealed that
TAT/PB LID NLC have a spherical structure with some coats
over the particles. The size of NLC was about 100 nm with
moderately polydispersed particle size distribution. The size
of TAT/PB LID NLC tested by DLS was 153.6 ± 4.3 nm (Table
1). However, undecorated LID NLC had a size of
115.3 ± 3.6 nm. The PDI values of NLC vary from 0.13 ± 0.01
to 0.16 ± 0.03. Zeta potentials of NLC were negative, between
�20.7 and �29.3mV. EE of LID loaded NLC was around 90%,
corresponding to the DL of 8.1 ± 1.7 to 12.3 ± 1.5%. The NLC
showed no significant change in size, PDI, EE, and DL during
the storage at 2–8 �C for a period of 90 days (Figure 3).

3.3. In vitro LID release of NLC

Release profiles of kinds of NLC formulations were different
(Figure 4). The drug release of LID NLC was the fastest; over
80% of LID was released from NLC at the time point of 24 h.
On the contrary, LID was released at a much slower rate on

other decorated NLC, taking over 36 h to complete the
release procedure. The slowest release rates were observed
on TAT LID NLC, which could be evidence of the existence of
TAT molecule in the surface of particles may introduce a
more sustained release to the system.

3.4. In vitro percutaneous penetration effect of NLC

Cumulative LID permeation profiles of LID loaded NLC was
different from free LID (Figure 5). Free LID showed direct per-
meation during the first 2 h and then did not penetrate for
the rest of the time. On the other hand, LID loaded NLC
showed sustained and continuous penetration effects. At
72 h of study, TAT/PB LID NLC (851.2 ± 25.3 mg/cm2) showed
remarkably better percutaneous penetration ability than PB
LID NLC (610.7 ± 22.1 mg/cm2) and TAT LID NLC
(551.9 ± 21.8 mg/cm2) (p< .05). TAT LID NLC also permeated
more amount of LID compared with non-modified LID NLC
(428.2 ± 21.4 mg/cm2) (p< .05).

3.5. In vivo anesthetic pain relief in rats

Tail-flick test revealed that blank TAT/PB NLC without LID
exhibited no analgesic efficiency (Figure 6). Free LID

Figure 3. Storage stability of NLC. The NLC showed no significant change on size (A), PDI (B), EE (C), and DL (D) during the storage at 2–8 �C for a period of
90 days. Data presented as mean ± standard derivation (n¼ 6).
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Figure 4. In vitro drug release profiles of NLC. Dialysis method was applied to evaluate the in vitro drug release of LID from the NLC. Data presented as mean-
± standard derivation (n¼ 6).

Figure 5. In vitro percutaneous penetration effect of NLC. In vitro skin permeation study was carried out in Vertical Franz-type diffusion cells with cross-sectional
area of 5.93 cm2 and 7.0mL cell volume. Data presented as mean ± standard derivation (n¼ 6). �p< .05.
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illustrated an effective but temporary analgesic effect,
which quickly declined in the first 15min. Longer anes-
thetic pain relief effects were observed on LID loaded NLC
formulations when compared with free LID. TAT/PB LID

NLC exhibited the most prominent anesthetic effect than
single ligand decorated or undecorated LID NLC, with the
highest and the most durable anesthetic analgesic
effect in vivo.

Figure 6. In vivo anesthetic pain relief effect was assessed by the tail-flick test in rats. A harmful heat stimulus was applied to the back surface of the tail by a
focused radiant heat source. Percentage of the maximum possible effect (MPE) was applied to express the anesthetic pain relief effect. Data presented as mean-
± standard derivation (n¼ 8).

Figure 7. In vivo analgesia duration test was applied by electrical stimulation testing in mice. A current generator was used to measure the analgesic effect by the
vocal response to electrical stimulation (starting at 1mA and increasing to a maximum of 8mA) directly over the skin of the abdomen at the injection site.
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3.6. In vivo analgesia duration in mice

Analgesic results in mice indicated a significantly prolonged
analgesia effect of LID NLC compared with free LID (Figure
7). TAT/PB LID NLC showed the longest and best analgesia
efficiency than other formulations, which are in accordance
with the in vivo analgesic results in rats. Blank TAT/PB NLC
illustrated no analgesia ability and the profile was in line
with the 0.9% saline control group.

4. Discussion

The overall aim of this study was to achieve a strong and
prolonged analgesia effect by using TAT and PB multi-deco-
rated, LID loaded NLC. The size of NLC was about 100 nm in
TEM and 153.6 ± 4.3 nm tested by DLS. The size determined
by TEM is smaller than DLS. This phenomenon can be
explained by the difference between DLS and TEM. DLS used
the Stokes–Einstein equation to provide the statistical aver-
age hydrodynamic size of the particles based on the diffu-
sion coefficient of the particles in the liquid phase, while
TEM provided the estimation of the projected area diameter
of the particles in the dry state under high vacuum (Ito
et al., 2004). After decorated with TAT and PB, the size of LID
NLC increased from 115.3 to 153.6 nm (TAT/PB LID NLC),
which means the ligands on the surface enlarged the particle
size. However, similar sizes were obtained by TAT/PB LID
NLC and blank TAT/PB NLC, which could be evidence that
drug loading does not change the diameter of the NLC.

In many practical applications, the stability of colloids is
an important issue in colloid-based technology and formula-
tion (Loza et al., 2019). The thermodynamic stability of par-
ticles is lower due to the large specific surface area,
compared with the system with large particles. The free sur-
face energy is higher and they tend to be agglomerated
with the passage of time. The deposition, diffusion, and
agglomeration of particles are related to the size, density,
and surface properties of particles, and have a great influ-
ence on the concept of dose-response. The NLC showed no
significant change in size, PDI, EE, and DL during the storage
at 2–8 �C for a period of 90 days, which means the NLC
was stable.

The release of LID was significantly prolonged by the NLC
systems in different content. The sustained release of LID
from NLC may be related to the diffusion of LID from NLC
and the degradation or hydrolysis of NLC (Danafar et al.,
2014). After decoration, LID was released at a much slower
rate from NLC, which could prove the existence of ligands in
the surface of particles may introduce a slower release
behavior. NLC has been widely used to prolong the release
of drugs and achieve long-lasting efficiency (Zhang et al.,
2014; Cao et al., 2019). PEGylated nanoparticles were also
determined to sustain the release rates of the drug delivery
systems (Huang et al., 2017). In this study, PEGylated NLC
could guarantee the permeation and sustained release of the
anesthetic and achieve long-lasting anesthesia.

In vitro permeation profiles showed that LID loaded NLC
showed more sustained and continuous penetration effects

compared with free LID. At 72 h of study, TAT/PB LID NLC
showed remarkably better percutaneous penetration ability
than PB LID NLC and TAT LID NLC, this may be due to the
combined effect of PB and TAT. PB has been described as an
effective permeation enhancer and may have an influence
on the skin permeation of LID NLC (Mathew & Kuriakose,
2013). The transdermal property of PB decorated TAT/PB LID
NLC and PB LID NLC is significantly improved compared with
LID NLC, indicating that it has good transdermal property.
NLCs have a natural affinity for skin lipids. This feature ena-
bles them to facilitate drug transport and facilitates drug
entry from carriers into the skin zone (Vitorino et al., 2013).
LID NLC showed better penetration ability than free LID,
which may be attributed to the character of NLC.

Two different experiments (in rats and mice) were applied
to evaluate the in vivo analgesic efficacy of NLC formulations.
TAT/PB LID NLC exhibited the most prominent anesthetic
effect than single ligand decorated or undecorated LID NLC,
with the longest and best analgesia efficiency in vivo. NLC
formulations showed prolonged analgesia than free LID,
which makes the NLC system a feasible and attractive option
(Cohen et al., 2012). It is widely used to transfer bioactive
compounds across cell membranes by fuzing with the cell-
penetrating peptides (CPPs) (such as TAT) (Nagahara et al.,
1998). Current researches have also shown that PB increases
the ability of CPPs to enter cells through lipid bilayer
(Takeuchi et al., 2006; Candan et al., 2012). According to the
in vitro and in vivo results, the resulting TAT/PB LID NLC
exhibited good skin penetration and anesthetic pain relief
efficiency, which could be applied as a promising anesthe-
sia system.

5. Conclusion

In summary, a novel PB (PB-PEG-DSPE) compound was syn-
thesized by the amide action of the carboxylic acid group of
PB with the amido groups of DSPE-PEG. TAT and PB multi-
decorated TAT/PB LID NLC exhibited good skin penetration
and anesthetic efficiency, which can be applied as a promis-
ing anesthesia system.
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